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New York Times Bestseller: The “gripping” true story of a beautiful Texas socialite, her ambitious
husband, and a string of mysterious deaths (Los Angeles Times).Joan Robinson Hill was a
world-class equestrian, a glamorous member of Houston high society, and the wife of Dr. John
Hill, a handsome and successful plastic surgeon. Her father, Ash Robinson, was a charismatic
oil tycoon obsessed with making his daughter’s every dream come true. Rich, attractive, and
reckless, Joan was one of the most celebrated women in a town infatuated with money, power,
and fame. Then one morning in 1969, she fell mysteriously ill. The sordid events that followed
comprise “what may be the most compelling and complex case in crime annals” (Ann Rule,
bestselling author of The Stranger Beside Me). From the elegant mansions of River Oaks, one of
America’s most exclusive neighborhoods, to a seedy underworld of prostitution and murder-for-
hire, New York Times–bestselling author Thomas Thompson tracks down every bizarre motive
and enigmatic clue to weave a fascinating tale of lust and vengeance. Full of colorful characters,
shocking twists, and deadly secrets, Blood and Money is “an absolute spellbinder” and true
crime masterpiece (Newsweek). 

“Un-put-downable.” —People “Thompson’s uncanny skill at evoking a sense of place still had the
power to shock me years after I read Blood and Money. . . . Remarkable.” —Ann Rule, bestselling
author of The Stranger Beside Me “An extraordinary book. So absorbing and so suspenseful that
even the most jaded reviewer will find it difficult to put down. In comparison, In Cold Blood
seems shallow.” —TheWashington Post Book World “A thoroughly absorbing epic of revenge. It
has, as they say, everything—from gossip to grisliness, from savagery to suspense.” —The New
York Times “Required reading.” —Houston Chronicle “A brilliant work of reportage.” —Larry
McMurtry, Pulitzer Prize–winning author of Lonesome Dove “Thompson has done a terrific job
on this gaudy story, which can hardly be surpassed for crass opulence, crude energy, and
morbid fascination.” —Newsweek “The most gripping reading of the year.” —Los Angeles Times
“A massive, detailed book . . . [that] reads like a novel. . . . Thompson has, one feels, presented it
fairly, dispassionately and skillfully. He may have a bestseller on his hands.” —The New York
Times Book Review “The most complex and interesting of any Texas murder except the
Kennedy assassination. Thompson has done a superb job.” —Dallas Times Herald “The legal
reverberations of these events are still sounding through the Texas courtrooms. A formidable
nonfiction thriller.” —San Francisco Chronicle “Thompson covers every twist, turn and dark
secret of the sordid tale.” —Time “The best [true crime book] I’ve read.” —Roger Ebert,
bestselling author of Life Itself “[Thompson’s] most assured and ambitious book . . . A drama as
tight as a sudden adhesive tape over your mouth in bed. Nondecaffeinated all-night reading.” —
Kirkus Reviews, starred review “The high society of Houston’s ultra rich is the setting of a



spellbinding account of a mysterious death and the bizarre consequences set in motion by the
murderous grudge it produced. A variegated, brilliantly woven documentary.” —Library Journal
“The suspense is continuous. What happens in terms of the law, punishment, and death could,
finally, perhaps only happen in real life. Stunning.” —Publishers Weekly About the
AuthorThomas Thompson (1933–1982) was a bestselling author and one of the finest
investigative journalists of his era. Born in Forth Worth, Texas, he graduated from the University
of Texas at Austin and began his career at the Houston Press. He joined Life as an editor and
staff writer in 1961 and covered many major news stories for the magazine, including the
assassination of John F. Kennedy. As Paris bureau chief, Thompson reported on the Six-Day
War and was held captive by the Egyptian government along with other Western journalists. His
first two books—Hearts (1971), about the rivalry between two famous Houston cardiovascular
surgeons, and Richie (1973), the account of a Long Island father who killed his drug-addicted
son—established Thompson’s reputation as an originator, along with Truman Capote, of the
“nonfiction novel.” In 1976, Thompson published Blood and Money, an investigation into the
deaths of Texas socialite Joan Robinson Hill and her husband, John Hill. It sold four million
copies in fourteen languages and won the Edgar Award and the Texas Institute of Letters prize
for best nonfiction book. To research Serpentine (1979), an account of convicted international
serial killer Charles Sobhraj, Thompson flew around the world three times and spent two years in
Asia. His other books include Lost! (1975), a true story of shipwreck and survival, and the novel
Celebrity (1982), a six-month national bestseller. Among numerous other honors, Thompson
received the National Headliner Award for investigative reporting and the Sigma Delta Chi
medallion for distinguished magazine writing. 
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PRAISE FOR BLOOD AND MONEY“Un-put-downable.” —People“Thompson’s uncanny skill at
evoking a sense of place still had the power to shock me years after I read Blood and Money. . . .
Remarkable.” —Ann Rule, bestselling author of The Stranger Beside Me“An extraordinary book.
So absorbing and so suspenseful that even the most jaded reviewer will find it difficult to put
down. In comparison, In Cold Blood seems shallow.” —The Washington Post Book World“A
thoroughly absorbing epic of revenge. It has, as they say, everything—from gossip to grisliness,
from savagery to suspense.” —The New York Times“Required reading.” —Houston Chronicle“A
brilliant work of reportage.” —Larry McMurtry, Pulitzer Prize–winning author of Lonesome
Dove“Thompson has done a terrific job on this gaudy story, which can hardly be surpassed for
crass opulence, crude energy, and morbid fascination.” —Newsweek“The most gripping reading
of the year.” —Los Angeles Times“A massive, detailed book . . . [that] reads like a novel. . . .
Thompson has, one feels, presented it fairly, dispassionately and skillfully. He may have a
bestseller on his hands.” —The New York Times Book Review“The most complex and interesting
of any Texas murder except the Kennedy assassination. Thompson has done a superb job.” —
Dallas Times Herald“The legal reverberations of these events are still sounding through the
Texas courtrooms. A formidable nonfiction thriller.” —San Francisco Chronicle“Thompson covers
every twist, turn and dark secret of the sordid tale.” —Time“The best [true crime book] I’ve read.”
—Roger Ebert, bestselling author of Life Itself“[Thompson’s] most assured and ambitious
book . . . A drama as tight as a sudden adhesive tape over your mouth in bed. Nondecaffeinated
all-night reading.” —Kirkus Reviews, starred review“The high society of Houston’s ultra rich is the
setting of a spellbinding account of a mysterious death and the bizarre consequences set in
motion by the murderous grudge it produced. A variegated, brilliantly woven documentary.” —
Library Journal“The suspense is continuous. What happens in terms of the law, punishment, and
death could, finally, perhaps only happen in real life. Stunning.” —Publishers WeeklyBlood and
MoneyThomas ThompsonThis is for my brother,Larry D. Thompson—a goodfriend and a good
lawyer.Book OneJOAN“… Behold a pale horse …”ONEDuring the night an early spring rain
washed the city and now, at dawn, the air was sweet and heavy. Remnants of fog still held to the
pavements of Houston, rolling across the streets like cobweb tumbleweeds, and the windshields
of early commuters were misted and dangerous. The morning seemed sad, of little promise.In
his bed, the old man sweated and tossed. This night had been worse than most. He had
awakened over and over again, and each time he checked the clock. He was impatient for the
new day to commence so that he could order the flowers. One hundred perfect yellow roses
would surely please his daughter. Not until he saw her laugh again would he sleep well.Once,
during the long darkness, he turned on the light and looked at the photographs which
surrounded his bed. Above his head was Joan from a quarter century ago, when she was a child
in best white organdy, her knee saucily crossed. To his right, on the wall, was Joan in her late
teens, her beauty frozen by soft focus, her features glazed, the classic debutante. And to his left,



on the old Grand Rapids dresser, was Joan in recent years, her face ablaze with the triumph of
yet another win in the show ring. There were a thousand like these in the big house, filling the
walls, pasted into scrapbooks, stuffed into drawers, spilling out of closets. Joan and her horses
had become favorite subjects of photographers across the land, and the old man’s home was a
museum of her image.But even these familiar suspensions of time could not push away the
scene from the night before. Each time he bolted awake, sitting up in bed, throwing a hand
across his face to smear the dampness from his eyes, it was still there in all the torment.“Joan,
honey?” He had crept a few steps into the hospital room. It smelled of sterile potions and pain.
Two nurses were busy about his daughter with tubes and medical contraptions.“Pa?” she
answered weakly. Normally her voice could boom clear across a cornfield. Her pillow was slightly
raised, and on it her hair spilled thin and lifeless, no longer silver white and electric like a noon
sun.“They won’t let me stay, honey,” he said, fumbling for comfort. “You hurry up and get well,
now, and tomorrow morning when you wake up I’m gonna fill your room with yellow roses.”Joan
tried to smile. “I’d like that, Pa,” she murmured.“Daddy’s gonna do that, Joan,” he said. “You know
Daddy’s gonna do that.”Then one of the nurses pushed expelling hands toward him and he left
the room. He stopped for a moment outside and leaned his heavy body against the wall. His
heart pumped in alarm. Hadn’t the doctors said she would be all right? They had, he reassured
himself. He went in search of another one just to hear the words again.…When the door chimes
rang just before 6 A.M., the old man heard them. For an instant, in his bed, he opened his eyes
and wondered who could be seeking entrance to his home so early, so unexpectedly. But he was
weary, not yet ready to wake, and when he heard Ma stirring, he closed his eyes and fell
back.The old woman padded to the front door and opened it with good will. Perhaps, she
thought, a neighbor is in distress. But when she saw the people with the gray and tragic faces
standing at her threshold, looming out of the mist and fog, her knees buckled. They did not have
to speak a word. She knew. She knew exactly what they had come to tell her.“Oh, my God,” the
old woman managed as she fell. Pitifully she began to retch, throwing up the whiskey that had
helped her find sleep the night before. Her son-in-law, John Hill, watched, but he did not reach
down to pick her up. Although a doctor, he lacked the will at this terrible moment. One of the
friends who had come with him, another physician, knelt to help Ma. He grasped her gently and
lifted her and walked her to the living room. There she fell, breathing hard, onto the sofa. John
Hill watched her for a few moments, then he took a tentative step toward the back bedroom
where the old man was sleeping. Clearly he dreaded to make this short journey.It was not Ma’s
nature to command anyone, for she was a woman who lived an obedient step or two behind her
husband and her daughter. Her world was their shadows, and drawn blinds. But now she threw
out her hand with an edict.“Don’t wake Pa,” she said urgently. “For God’s sake, let him sleep. This
is the last night he ever will.”And they all sat and waited, fearfully, for Pa to wake and rise and
hear the news.TWOHe was a paradox, the old man, Pa. With one clenched fist rising in the
direction of the beyond, he cursed God, for he had no tolerance for the foolishness of religion.
Yet with the other he touched—in wonder—one of his most beloved possessions, an ivory



Madonna that Christian warriors had borne through the Crusades, her back smoothed and worn
from the frightened kisses of those seeking divine blessing. With one breath he scoffed at the
notion of an afterlife. “An awful lot of SOBs sit on the front row of the church house,” Pa often
said, “and if I had to spend eternity with them, you couldn’t drag me into heaven with six mules!”
But with the next, he likely as not would tell of his fascination for the ancient royal houses of
Egypt and his knowledge of their elaborate preparations for the journey to the other side.When
Joan was tiny she often sat in Pa’s lap and heard him speak of Radames and Nefertiti and
Tutankhamen: “They tell me that old King Tut was buried in a coffin that weighs twenty-four
hundred pounds and is pure solid gold. Imagine that, Joanie! Solid gold! We’ll see it someday.
You and me are gonna see it all!” Across the map of Egypt marched his twin fingers, strong and
gnarled from the rocks and earth of the fields he explored in search of oil, whisking father and
daughter across the seas.Now if you stood the man against the wall and measured him, he was,
on surface viewing, the stereotypic model of the Texas oil creature from the wide-brimmed felt
hat down to the gleaming black Lincoln automobile he drove at hurtling speeds about the
freeways of Houston, a cassette of Eddie Arnold’s country melodies soothing him from the tape
deck. A quail had slight chance if it flew past the sights of his shotgun, nor did many wide-
mouthed bass swim on if they chanced to nibble at his line. His politics veered to the right of
Calvin Coolidge, and liberal Democrats, to his thinking, were as dangerous as a snake in his
swimming pool. He would not invite a black man to sit at his dinner table, or even enter the
house through the front door, but should one arrive with a load of earth to freshen his azalea
beds, he might sit in the sun and talk for hours of children and creaking bones and browning
blossoms, like a life of rich promise so suddenly going away. He began most every morning with
several cups of strong hot coffee and an hour or two of spirited talk with a table full of affluent
cronies, in assemblage at the Houston Club, a Klatsch of elderly men whose breast pockets
might contain, side by side, the report of a new East Texas gas well, the photograph of a
grandson, and the vial of digitalis. But there was more to Pa than gold and vinegar. There were
secrets he kept from the others. Had he faced a firing squad and been told that his life would be
spared only if he could quote from memory great chunks of Longfellow and Keats and
Shakespeare, then he would walk away free and alive. He could read a little Greek, and Latin,
and might hold his own in the company of scholars. But Pa insisted on presenting himself as a
robust buccaneer, and he would never admit to the others at the coffee table that Evangeline
could still make him weep.He was a strong, fine-looking Southern colonel kind of man, even at
seventy, with a head of thick white hair and a muscled body that had stayed well shaped until the
years broke down his belly and pushed it out and over his belt. Only his eyes betrayed him. They
were not the eyes of a man content with his lot. Bewilderment lived in the tired and yellowing
eyes, as did furtiveness, and suspicion, and an occasional flash of pain, the kind that comes to a
man when he realizes that nobody—save his wife and child—will really give a good god damn
when he dies.His name was Ash Robinson. And though its very sound held flair, conjured
visions of romantic novels, his life for seven decades had not been one that veered from the ruts



of the ordinary road. Nor would he have seemed in the winter of his life to be a man around
whom tragedy would break and swirl.This is not to mean that Ash courted, as some men do, the
anonymity of shadowed places, or that he had accommodated himself to a place in the crowd,
as most men eventually do. Because he had believed, from the earliest years of his memory, that
Ash Robinson was special, that he possessed the talent and breeding and drive to climb
somehow up the summit and once there claim a place in history. But though his life for seventy
years had been an interesting and occasionally vivid one, there was nothing notable enough to
set it aside for other men to mark and examine. But then came the misted March morning in
1969 when they arrived to tell him the news of Joan.Always Ash had drawn nourishment from his
money and his blood. He was the child of Southern aristocracy, both reigning and deposed. His
mother, he liked to say, was “a great beauty and very possibly a genius.” She was a gentle, kind
young woman named Eunice Olive Davis, one of whose antecedents signed the Declaration of
Independence. Her father was master of Sunnyside Plantation, south of Alexandria, Louisiana, a
place where thousands of acres obediently bore sugar cane and cotton. Not even the Civil War
drastically altered the orderly pattern of life at Sunnyside or ravaged the coffers of the family
wealth. As the daughter of rich and doting parents, Eunice Olive journeyed to boarding school at
the proper St. Mary’s Episcopal Academy in Dallas where she won gold medals for scholarship,
music, and manners.Ash’s father was less fortunate in his legacy. He would have been heir to
another great plantation, a few hundred miles east of Sunnyside, at a place called Robinsonville,
Mississippi, so named because only one white family, the Robinsons, lived on that particular
slice of the bounteous delta. They were owners of a huge slave population which they
considered well treated. But after the Civil War those former slaves who had not run away linked
hands with the carpetbaggers to ravage Robinsonville, stripping it in the late months of 1865 as
bare as a pecan tree in the path of locusts.Sherwood Robinson, dauphin to a suddenly
destroyed kingdom, left his ancestral home and went in search of a new life. In Louisville,
Kentucky, he enrolled in medical school, paying for his tuition and keep by summoning one of
the graces of plantation life, writing calling cards in elaborate script. His flourishes were in
demand by the nouveau riche, eager to purchase his handiwork at twenty-five cents the dozen.
With diploma in hand four years later, Dr. Sherwood Robinson wandered about the South,
looking for a place to practice general medicine. New Orleans and Baton Rouge both were flush
with physicians, but north, near Alexandria, he found the village near Sunnyside Plantation
bereft. Not long after hanging out his shingle he received a summons from the largest house in
the region. The owner’s daughter, Miss Olive, was ill with influenza. In the best tradition of
crinoline and magnolia blossoms, the young doctor not only treated his patient, he married
her.And in 1898 on the birthday of Abraham Lincoln, their first child, a son, was born. He was
named Davis, after his mother, and Ashton, after a neighboring family who owned another sugar
cane plantation across the way. Early in life Davis Ashton Robinson demanded that he be called
Ash.Dr. Robinson moved his wife and fast-growing family, soon to number three sons, across the
border into Texas, a state that at the turn of the century was heavy with promise. Its Gulf Coast



was attracting thousands of rice farmers and cattlemen and they were earning money enough to
pay for a doctor. The Robinsons by-passed Houston, for it was a dirty, swampy place pestered
by the foulest heat and mosquitoes, settling instead in Eagle Lake, sixty miles west. There the
family prospered; Dr. Robinson became the pre-eminent physician for a hundred miles around.In
the manner especially peculiar to Southern men, Ash was drawn to the earth. He wanted to own
land, study it, peel back the layers of time and speculate on the creatures that had walked
therein. “If I had it all to do over again,” he often said, well after he had passed seventy years and
was semi-retired from a successful career in the pursuit of oil and gas, “I’d be an
archaeologist.”Ash was a loner and a dreamer. And something of a schemer. He pretended to
enjoy the medical books his father gave him to peruse. But Ash only skimmed across an
occasional page, absorbing a fact here or there, enough to win the five dollars his father would
occasionally award for a bit of scholarship tossed out at the dinner table. In secret he was going
to the school library and finding books that told of ancient Egypt, shutting his eyes and
fantasizing of how he would someday cruise the Mediterranean in search of the ruins of lost
civilizations.When it was time for college, Ash went to Tulane where he easily studied the liberal
arts program. And, in a move which he would never fully understand, he enrolled to study
dentistry. “I suppose it was a compromise for my father,” he would say in later years. “I didn’t give
a damn about pulling teeth, but it was medical, and it seemed to please the family.” Dutifully he
completed a three-year course and successfully passed the state licensing board examination.
But then the school informed the young dentist that an additional three months of study were
newly required before he could begin practice. “I wasn’t about to spend one more day of study
on something I hated,” Ash recalled. “A fellow can learn all he needs to know about dentistry in a
few weeks, anyway. It’s not much better than barbering.”Other things were pressing for his
attention—well-tailored clothes from a Canal Street tailor, French wine, the girls from Sophie
New-comb College, the horses running at the New Orleans race track. The doctor’s son from the
flyspeck town in South Texas was eager to lie down on the softest pillows. He sent word home in
a letter that he had decided not to be a dentist. In fact, he was going to loaf awhile and examine
his options. Saddened by the report, Dr. Robinson summoned his son to Eagle Lake. He had a
surprise.Did the boy remember family stories about the sugar cane borer, an insect that
destroyed Sunnyside Plantation in 1907?Yes, of course. Often the disaster had been discussed
at family gatherings. Most of the plantation owners in central Louisiana had been bankrupted by
the devastating insect.Did the boy also know that his mother had received one sixth of the profits
from the forced sale of Sunnyside Plantation, divided between her and five other brothers and
sisters?No, Ash did not realize that his now dead mother had received any moneys from the
sale.“She left you a goodly sum to be delivered upon the occasion of your becoming an adult. I
am carrying out my beloved wife’s wishes,” said Dr. Robinson. He presented his son with a check
for $69,000, the extraordinary sum rolling on and on in the flourishes of his father’s fine
script.Awed, Ash Robinson held the check and dimly heard his father’s coincidental lecture.
“Now, son, you didn’t earn this money, and you don’t know what it’s worth. I can tell you that it’s



more than most men earn in a lifetime. My advice to you is … the quicker you get rid of it, the
better off you’re going to be. Then you’ll start finding out what life is really like.”Suddenly,
wonderfully rich, Ash returned to New Orleans on the first day of the new year of 1919. By July 4,
six months later, he had spent every penny of his inheritance.“Those damn ponies!” Ash would
exclaim decades later, when he remembered the tale. “I thought I knew horses. But I came to
find out soon enough I didn’t know anything about horses when they were race horses.” But for
six incandescent months his life was as dazzling as the jewel-studded walking cane he swung
on the arm of his hand-tailored suit as he promenaded down Bourbon Street. During his splurge,
he made some progress toward a goal that had avoided him during his college years at Tulane,
that being acceptance by New Orleans’ old guard society. Doors had been slamming rudely in
his hick-town face ever since he arrived in a city with more social stratification than Boston. Even
his friends at Tulane, delighted to drink the whiskey that his money paid for, rarely invited him to
their homes, muttering excuses that, though well couched, did not soothe Ash’s ravaged Texas
pride.But with pockets bulging with cash and gold coins, he found his invitations picking up. At
one party his eyes fell upon a shy, dark-haired young woman guarded closely by a chaperone.
Her name, Ash discovered, was Rhea Ernestine Gardere, and she was the genuine article, a
Southern belle with lineage that traced back to the last king of France and a father who, rumor
held, owned a fleet of river boats that cruised the Mississippi. He could not have imagined a
more perfect object for romantic attention. Rhea Ernestine Gardere had indeed been reared by
nannies and chaperones, and she spoke French until she was in her teens. But all she had was
a pedigree. There was no money left in her family’s bank account. Her father was not the owner
of river boats; he was only the captain of one. She would have told Ash this on their first meeting,
for she was not a woman to misrepresent herself. The fact of the matter was, she could not get a
word in, so overwhelming was Ash Robinson’s pursuit. To a friend, Rhea confided, “He talks
faster than a tobacco auctioneer and he throws money around like it was confetti. But he is good-
looking.”Once, when Ash took her to the New Orleans race track, she mentioned that her great-
great-great-grandfather had come to America with La Salle and had settled in Louisiana on a
150,000-acre tract awarded him by the French royal house.“Where is it?” asked Ash, with
widened eyes.“We’re standing on it,” answered Rhea. Her ancestral home had long ago been
lost and had become the New Orleans race track. But as a child she could remember visiting
relatives in the great manor house here called Chatsworth, with marble staircases imported from
an Italian Renaissance palace, and golden fixtures in the bathrooms.That night, sitting on the
front porch of Rhea’s home, a modest place on Chestnut Street, Ash suddenly said, “Marry
me.”“Give me some time to think it over,” answered Rhea.“There isn’t any time,” said Ash
urgently.Rhea wanted to clear up one point. If Ash was a fortune hunter, then he should stalk his
game elsewhere. She had less money than the waitress who served them coffee at the old
French Market.“I know that,” said Ash. “But it doesn’t matter. I love you and I want you.”Rhea
looked closely at the restless young man beside her. What would he become? What would he
do with his life? He had already told her that it was not his intention to practice dentistry.“I don’t



know what I’m going to do,” answered Ash frankly, “but I expect we’ll have some fun finding
out.”Ash Robinson and Rhea Ernestine Gardere were married on July 28, 1919, before a justice
of the peace in New Orleans. The groom had ten dollars to his name, all that was left of the
$69,000 he had inherited but six months before. By the time he paid for the license and the
recording fee, and tipped the justice of the peace, there was one dime left in his pocket. This he
used to make two telephone calls, beseeching a college friend to come and fetch the newlyweds
and carry them to the boardinghouse where they began their married life.It became Ash’s habit
to work out daily at the Elks Club where many of the city’s prominent young men gathered to
steam away the food from Antoine’s restaurant and swim in an indoor pool. A fellow with an alert
pair of ears could pick up potentially rewarding information there. During a swim one afternoon,
Ash found himself taking laps beside a man named Murphy who revealed that he was going to
San Francisco to work in a Vanderbilt family venture. A half century later, Ash could remember
what happened:“Young Mr. Murphy asked me to go along. Said I would get a salary of five
hundred dollars a month. Well, in 1922, that was a princely sum of money. And with a name like
Vanderbilt behind it, it didn’t take me long to say yes. I went home and told Ma we were heading
west, to California!” Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr., was ensconced in San Francisco, preparing to
launch sister newspapers in that city and in Los Angeles. Ushered into the dynamic
entrepreneur’s office, Ash was as subservient as a Milanese peasant approaching the Pope. He
had learned to respect money and power. “My entire personal fortune is behind this
undertaking,” said Vanderbilt. Ash was signed on as deputy to the illustrious man himself, his
franchise being the selling of advertisements, the hiring and firing of clerks, and the
accommodation of the publisher’s smallest whim. He was even permitted to sit in on interviews
with actresses and the titans of West Coast finance. Once, during a party on the tenth floor of a
building, Ash saw the champagne in his goblet suddenly dance. Then the chandelier swayed
ominously. At first he thought it was the effect of the wine, but then someone cried, “Earthquake!”
The tremor was a slight one, but it was prophetic for the venture. The newspapers crumbled from
weak financing. Ash was ahead of them. Knowing that the empire was about to topple, he fled
the city, taking Rhea hurriedly to New York. Someone had told him that only there was real
money to be made.Ash arrived in Manhattan with a small stake of a few thousand dollars, but
that was enough for a man on the make. It was 1924, and Wall Street was as giddy and bountiful
as the flappers who danced the Charleston at the Astor Hotel. Within a year Ash owned
securities worth more than $400,000 and he was not yet twenty-seven years old. Then from the
fringes of Rhea’s family appeared a “Spanish nobleman,” a darkly handsome, thickly accented
man in exquisite clothes. He knew his way around the city, speaking whatever language a maître
d’ seemed most comfortable in, mentioning names like Morgan and Carnegie with such
familiarity that Ash was spellbound. The two men went into partnership, opening a firm that dealt
in securities and mortgages. Within four months Ash would sadly realize that he had once again
picked the wrong coconut shell at the county fair. “We opened an account at the Chase Bank,”
Ash would remember years later, his voice always taking on a hard edge as he told the story.



“And my partner, naturally, had check-writing privileges. I thought everything was going
splendidly. I thought it was just a matter of weeks before the Rockefellers would buy us out, or at
least have us over for lunch. And then, one day, the bank calls and says our account is
overdrawn. Four hundred thousand dollars is gone! And so is my partner. I commissioned the
Daugherty Detective Agency to track him down, and they wouldn’t take the case without a $500
retainer. I gave them Rhea’s diamond ring instead. It didn’t take them long. The god damned
‘Spanish nobleman’ had sailed for Europe on the old Olympia steamer, with the Prince of Wales
in the next cabin.” Ash cabled the ship’s captain to arrest the scoundrel and hold him for arrest in
France. But upon docking, the elegant passenger had a perfect explanation. He had not
absconded with his partner’s money. It was too bad that their investments were poor, but there
was no crime in buying the wrong securities. Tell Ash Robinson better luck next time.When word
soon thereafter arrived that his former partner was setting up a new base of operations in Paris,
using the now bankrupt New York office as a reference, Ash decided it was time to leave still
another city in a hurry. He booked passage on a Morgan boat bound for Texas and arrived in
Galveston with his wife in 1926. He had eleven dollars in his pocket.“Houston is,” a man once
wrote the local newspaper, “an overgrown, dirty village, seemingly blundering along without any
policy or defined government or management.… I am compelled to say that Houston is the most
dirty, slovenly, go-as-you-please, vagabond city of which I have knowledge.” And though this
judgment was offered in 1896, the harsh description was not far off three decades later, when
Ash Robinson settled in to try for a third fortune. Twice burned, he had become a suspicious
young man, with narrowed eyes that counted his fingers to make sure there were five left on
each hand every time he met a new man. It was a time for caution. The city was caught in a
whirlwind. Oil leases were hawked on the corners of downtown intersections, great mansions
were going up in River Oaks, Cadillacs and Packards crowded the dusty, rutted streets. But no
one knew exactly why. There was no real reason for Houston even to exist. Of all the major cities
in the world, Houston held slimmest natural promise. She sat inland fifty miles from the Gulf of
Mexico, on a relentlessly flat swamp, threaded by muddy bayous on whose banks sunned water
moccasins. Her resources were scant; the summer heat was cruel to crops, the earth contained
a little oil, but not as much as that to be found in any other direction. Her most valuable asset
turned out to be a core of shrewd and ruthless men who literally dug out a place for their city in
the world. Although there were a dozen natural ports scattered along those states lapped by the
Gulf of Mexico, and three within arm’s length of landbound Houston, the city fathers floated a
bond issue shortly after the turn of the century to create a channel from the Gulf fifty miles inland
to Houston. It was a project approaching in audacity the Panama Canal. But when no Eastern
financiers chose to put money into the reckless scheme, then the bankers of Houston did it
themselves. To hell with conservative Yankees.The first week he was in Houston, Ash heard a
man say, “A fellow can make ten million dollars here if he wants to run after it. A fellow can make
one million dollars just by standing still.” But though he could boast of having worked as the
personal associate of a Vanderbilt, and of having danced merrily with the bulls of Wall Street, no



one would deal Ash Robinson a hand to play unless he had an ante to put on the table.“I took a
job today selling used cars,” he told Rhea in the bleakness of their furnished room. “But stay with
me, it’s gonna get better.” His wife nodded cheerfully. She had come to learn that in the roller
coaster ride of life with Ash, when the car reached bottom, the next curve was up.He was, as he
would remember, “a helluva salesman. God damn, I sold those cars! I made a two-year-old
Packard with its tail pipe dragging as desirable as Napoleon’s golden coach.” From there, he
moved into real estate, joining a firm that hawked raw lots in the south end of the city for $250
each. “I sold out an entire subdivision in less than no time,” he liked to say. And then, by stroke of
fair fortune, he got into the business that was on the collective lips of everyone. Oil!A stranger
walked into the real estate shack in 1930 and turned a long face toward Ash Robinson. He was
in financial trouble. “I’ve been down that road myself a time or two,” said Ash, willing to hear the
story. The man had leased a section of land, 640 acres, in East Texas at a dollar an acre, and
had pledged that the money due would be paid by the end of the month. The day was
approaching quickly, and he lacked funds to cover it. “How much do you need?” asked Ash. “Half
of $640,” was the answer.Though skeptical, Ash put up the money and obtained a fifty per cent
interest in the lease. And he forgot about it. Three months later the man rushed into the real
estate office with surprising good news. An offer had come from an oil company to buy the lease
outright at ten dollars an acre. A thousand per cent profit! Ash Robinson did not jump in
excitement. In fact, his antennae of suspicion went up. “Had they offered two bucks an acre, I
would have sold my part in a Tennessee minute,” Ash would remember years later. “But if
somebody was offering ten, I figured it must be worth a helluva lot more. I held tight.” Two weeks
later the offer was upped to twenty-five dollars an acre. Again, Ash declined to sell, though his
instincts were waging war against his common sense. Not until the oil company announced it
would pay fifty dollars an acre did Ash sell, making $16,000 on an investment of $320.“At that
moment, it is fair to say I became an oilman,” Ash would one day remember.Long before the
Spanish kings sent their explorers to pillage Texas in the sixteenth century, the land was awash
in oil. Indians had used it for medicine and to calk their canoes. It seeped and bubbled from the
ground. The first well was drilled in 1866, but not until four decades later, on a January morning
in 1901, did the enormity of the state’s natural reserves come to the world’s attention. That was
the hour of Spindletop, a man-made volcano gushing tens of thousands of barrels of oil into the
skies near Beaumont. The discovery was staggering. In 1902, Spindletop alone disgorged 17.5
million barrels of oil, ninety-four per cent of the entire state’s production. The price of oil plunged
to three cents a barrel.But Spindletop was only Act One. Act Two began on an October day in
1930, in a stumpy, brushy piece of East Texas land near the village called Turnertown. An
eccentric wildcatter named C. M. (Dad) Joiner persisted in pouring money into a territory that
geologists of the major oil companies had long since pronounced barren. Dad Joiner was
considered the local thickhead. But he not only found oil, he opened up a field so rich that it
dwarfed Spindletop. There ensued a hysterical stampede to the farms of Rusk County by
speculators trying to buy leases.Ash Robinson was among them. He packed a satchel with



hundred-dollar bills and rushed to the piney woods east of Houston. When a farmer could be
found who was willing to lease a few acres, he would not take a check. It had to be cash on
signature. And it needed to be consummated that moment, for if a fellow hesitated, then there
were four more speculators behind him chugging up the dirt paths to the farm in Model A Fords.
Ash met one man who had $50,000 in his satchel ready to scatter among suddenly wary farmers
who a month before had been mired to their necks in the Depression. He witnessed promoters
shot dead over leasing disputes. Happily he paid fifty dollars to pass a restless night on a cot in a
farmer’s barn, twenty other hustlers jammed next to one another, clutching their bags until the
sun rose. The situation became so frenetic that Governor Ross Sterling declared martial law in
August 1931 and dispatched the National Guard to the oil fields to restore order.Ash became
what is known in the business as an “independent oil man,” an appellation that has as many
shades as layers of rock in an ancient piece of the earth. Many of the greatest Houston oil
fortunes were made by such men, who approached their endeavor with the same attitude a stalk
of mistletoe has toward a tree. They operated in parasitic fashion. And the principal requirements
for success were two: an ability to snoop, an ability to hustle. Ash Robinson was richly endowed
in both. An “independent oil man” could hear a rumor over coffee in Houston one morning and by
lunch be racing to a place not even on the map, where a major company was—whispers had it—
prowling for oil. Often the rumor was as empty as the wind. Once Ash heard on good report that
a play was secretly beginning west of Fort Worth, where a major company was quietly buying
leases. “I hurried up there and bought two big chunks as fast as I could. And I got there early.
Before the week was out, the place was swarming with speculators. Come to find out, nobody
knew anything. Nobody made a damn penny except for the farmers, who probably started the
rumor in the first place.”It took a considerable amount of money to actually drill a well—$35,000
was the going figure in the 1930s—and at least seventy-five per cent of them came in dry. But
major oil companies could afford the risk, operating on the theory first propounded by Queen
Elizabeth I. She felt it was worth dispatching fifty ships in search of riches, and if only a handful
returned, then the rewards were ample enough to shield her risk. Men like Ash Robinson could
not finance the actual drilling of wells, but they devised a way to wiggle in on the profits.If Ash
chanced to hear a guarded conversation in the Houston Club men’s room—talk of a new
discovery or of one that the Humble Company’s geologists felt were promising—he would
quickly write the information down. It was further possible to develop contacts within the majors’
own executive suites, men willing to tip off speculators in return for one third of the profits, if any.
Then it was up to the “independent oil man” to stuff his pockets with cash and search out the
farmer whose cornfield might—or might not—be covering a king’s ransom in oil. The
independent oil man could not just hurry out and buy up the land in question. Not only was this
prohibitively expensive, it might so anger the major oil company that it would refuse, out of spite,
to drill. The rules of the game dictated that men like Ash should locate a farmer who had already
leased his land to, say, Texaco. Careful to shed his city manners and replace them with down-
home folksiness, Ash would sit down on the farmer’s porch and talk a spell. Might be some oil



over there. Again, there might not. The odds were overwhelmingly against a gusher raining black
gold down on the roof, which, by the way, sure needed patching. Feller might do better for his
wife and kids if he gambled, if he took a little profit right here and now, if he signed over one
eighth of his potential royalties to Ash Robinson. If Texaco hit it big over there, then the money
would flow so lavishly that who’d miss a measly one eighth? On the other hand, if Texaco came
up dry, and packed up and went away, and the weeds took over, then the farmer still had this
right respectable chunk of cash that Ash Robinson was prepared to pay—that very minute.In the
middle years of the 1930s Ash was a superb persuader, managing to buy “mineral rights,” as
these deals are called, by the tens of thousands of acres in East and Central Texas. Then, as the
decade neared an end, he took two savage beatings. The first almost destroyed his bank
account. The second almost sent him to the state penitentiary.He staked much of his
respectable fortune in 1937 on a gamble that oil would burst out of a waste strip of land in Duval
County near Corpus Christi. Ash bought several thousand acres of mineral rights. The Humble
Oil Company had already drilled part of the area, all the way down to two thousand feet, then
pronounced it worthless. But Ash thought he knew better. He had come into possession of a
geologist’s report and a map of dubious parentage which indicated otherwise. With the fervor of
a fundamentalist preacher, Ash insisted oil could be found. But after a year, and after spending
$50,000, he sadly realized that the land was arid dust. Not long thereafter, still another
independent oil man came to the same spot, sank a well only thirty feet away, and hit the elusive
oil. Ash could not even enjoy the irony of his bad luck. He was by this time defending himself
against a serious charge, a criminal accusation of fraud and swindle.While his left hand had
tended to the disaster in Duval County, his right had been promoting the exploitation of a 3,000-
acre parcel of mineral rights he had leased in Louisiana. Ash was low on cash, and he hustled a
man into chipping in $5,000. Only because he was temporarily in need of capital, wooed Ash,
would he part with what was surely going to be a staggering bonanza. To back his claim, Ash
waved a report in front of his investor’s eyes, suggesting that Humble had made a core test on
the property and found oil sand of hot promise. And, furthermore, Ash contended that he had
turned down a bid from Humble to sell his mineral rights for $750,000! The investor was
spellbound; he shoved $5,000 into Ash’s hands in return for a promised one thirtieth of the
anticipated fortune. But when the months passed and the land belched forth nothing, Ash’s new
partner began to suspect that he had been sold snake oil. A little research turned up the fact that
Humble Oil had neither found oil sand nor offered three quarters of a million dollars for Ash’s
mineral rights. Complaint was made to the district attorney; Ash Robinson was arrested,
indicted, convicted, and sentenced to seven years in the state penitentiary for swindle.“It was a
god damn frame pure and simple,” cried Ash at the time, and on every recounting of the
experience years thereafter. “Why, the truth of the matter was I had already spent $230,000
drilling the well in question. I was down to 6,000 feet when they got me arrested. I think I know
what happened. A lot of independents were being persecuted by the majors, who were after
people for getting hold of their information.”Ash did not serve a day in the penitentiary. His



sentence was appealed and, the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals deciding that the district
attorney’s office in Houston had made legal errors in its prosecution, threw out the conviction.
Ash may have been chastised by the experience but, if so, it did not show. The cloak of the
buccaneer had fallen about his shoulders, and it gave him a raffish, martyrish aura that he
relished. Many of the most prominent men in Houston had waltzed across the same thin ice.
That Ash Robinson had the misfortune to fall in, pull himself out, dry off, and blast forth in search
of new fortune was not damnation. It was 1938. By 1941 Ash was once again a millionaire.And,
more pertinent, his daughter Joan was ten years old, already well embarked on a wondrous life
that bade fair to shower him with more attention than had all the oil in Texas gushed at his
command. She was the heart of his world. She was the only thing he had done that was special.
He would have sold seven eighths of Spindletop just to keep her on his lap and watch her
laugh.THREEThe circumstances surrounding the birth of Joan Olive Robinson are clouded. Her
birth certificate no longer exists in the state records at Austin. The country doctor who delivered
her was past ninety years of age in 1975 and either unable or unwilling to recollect the February
morning in 1931 when she was born. Nor does it matter much any more, except to shed a sliver
of light on the obsession of her father. For that is the word that people would come to use when
they spoke of Ash and Joan. Obsession.She was an illegitimate child, born to an anonymous
mother and father at a rural hospital near Eagle Lake, Texas, the town where Ash was reared.
When the infant was one month old she was carried to the Edna Gladney Home in Fort Worth,
Texas, where she was formally adopted by Ash and Rhea Robinson.Forty-three years later, on a
broiling summer noon in 1974, Mrs. Rhea Robinson sipped the thick chicory coffee of her native
Louisiana and remembered the long-ago adoption. Or, at least, her version. It was a tale twisted
by the long years and shaped by the events that had destroyed her family. On this day Ma, as
she had come to be known by all of her friends, was seventy-five years old, and reality was not
her constant companion. The haze of the Southern belle still clung to her in wisps, but her
memory was like a lace wedding gown kept in an attic, faded, dusty, crumbling with time. This is
the way she wanted the story to be put down:“We had been married for ten years, Pa and I, and
it was good. I was always happy with him. We never really struggled, even when we were
scraping bottom. Ash always managed to come up with money when we needed it. I would be
going along thinking we didn’t have two sticks to rub together and then Ash would come home
with a velvet box in his pocket. And I’d open it and there would be a diamond ring. That was life
with Ash. Velvet and diamonds when you least expected it.“I couldn’t have children, you see. I
knew I had always been a little anemic, and I suppose that was the reason. It didn’t worry me,
because our marriage was so good I didn’t need anything else to make me happier. But I did
worry about Ash. He wanted a baby—a little girl!—more than anything else in the world. So I
went to the doctor to find out why I wasn’t getting pregnant. He told me a little correction was
needed surgically. That frightened me, and I went home and got up the courage to tell Ash. ‘Shall
I have it done?’ I asked him. He put his arms around me and said, “I won’t push you. It’s your
decision.’”The minor operation was performed, but still Mrs. Robinson was unable to conceive a



child. Never mind, said Ash, they could live without one. But at the beginning of 1931, just as he
was beginning to make the first of his several oil fortunes, Ash took Rhea out to dinner and
chose his words carefully. He had heard of an adoption agency in Fort Worth operated by one
Edna Gladney (who would be portrayed by Greer Garson in a 1940s movie entitled Blossoms in
the Dust). Ash had heard tell that every detail was handled discreetly, that the babies came from
the wombs of good girls who had gotten into trouble, that the best families from all over America
were finding children there.“I hesitated,” remembered Mrs. Robinson, as she reluctantly pulled
the story from her dying memory. “I felt a little ashamed that I could not give my husband a child
of our own blood. So I told him I would have to think about it.”In early March 1931 she traveled by
train 280 miles to Fort Worth. And at this point her account becomes confusing. Perhaps,
charitably, it was a recollection embellished by the passage of four decades. Or, possibly, it had
become one of those locked-away secrets that people look at now and then in privacy. If you tell
yourself something long enough and hard enough, then it becomes impossible to distinguish
between what really happened and what should have happened.“I went to the Gladney Home
with a friend of mine who also wanted to adopt,” Ma remembered. “We went in, and we both
looked around, and here were all these babies crying and carrying on, and I just wasn’t
interested. I told my friend that I supposed I just wasn’t in the right mood because none of them
appealed to me. Actually I was scared, shaking half to death. One little baby boy wanted me, he
stretched out his arms to me, and he was the cutest thing I ever saw, but I couldn’t bring myself
to take him. I went on back to the hotel and wondered how I was going to tell Ash why I was
coming home empty-handed.“Just when I was fixing to leave the next morning, the Gladney
Home calls and they say they have this little baby girl I didn’t get to see. She had been sick with
a cold and they didn’t bring her out. So I go back and my eyes behold the most adorable baby I
had ever seen. She looked at me and laughed. When I walked away for a minute, she
commenced to carrying on. She wanted me! I took her in a minute. Mr. Gladney himself drove us
to the train station and he said, ‘I envy this child. She is really going to be loved.’” The prophecy
was accurate. Joan Olive Robinson was showered with love, a tender, quiet, caring kind of love
from her adopted mother, a powerful, crushing, overwhelming kind of love from Ash. Because of
this love, it is perhaps cruel to dissect the story of her adoption, but there are too many flaws to
overlook.The Edna Gladney Home does not now permit nor has it ever permitted two
prospective mothers to visit at the same time. Nor does the home have children on display, like
merchandise at a bazaar, for parents to browse over. The home has always operated under the
strictest security, providing a place for pregnant unwed women to stay during gestation, paying
for hospital and obstetrical costs, and matching an infant with adoptive parents only after
meticulous investigation.Joan Robinson did not learn she was adopted until she was in her late
teens and needing a birth certificate for a passport. At that moment Ma revealed the family
secret, breaking down in tears as she told Joan. “Don’t you see, honey?” said Ma. “Of all the
baby girls in the world, I picked you out to be my own.” After that the subject was never
mentioned again.When Joan was a woman past thirty years old she grew curious as to the



identity of her real parents, as most adopted children eventually do. Secretly she engaged a
private detective who, after an investigation of several months, arranged a rendezvous with his
client in the parking lot of a Houston shopping center. There he presented a document that
indicated—but fell short of indisputable proof—that her real father was Ash Robinson and her
real mother a then young woman who had worked in a Houston office. There was the implication
—unproven—that Ash had paid a woman to bear his child, then arranged to adopt her.Joan
studied the report carefully, reading it over several times. Then she ripped the papers into tiny
pieces, dropped them to the pavement, knelt, and set the pile afire with her cigarette lighter.
While smoke rose about her, she murmured, “I wish I hadn’t done this. I don’t care who my
parents are. My mother is Ma, and my father is Pa, and I love them more than I can say.” Then
she kicked the ashes away and ran in tears to her Cadillac.The day would come when Ash
would be asked repeatedly if he indeed was the blood father of Joan. “No,” he answered. “But
she was the child of very good people.” By this time he would be denying so many other things
that it was difficult to choose just which one of Ash Robinson’s pronouncements was worth
believing.When Ma stepped off the train that happy morning in 1931 she was met at the Houston
depot by Ash, who had yellow roses in his arms and radiance across his face. Immediately he
scooped the baby girl from his wife’s arms and boosted her high above his head. “Welcome
home!” he cried. He carried her like a trophy through the crowded station.From that moment she
was Daddy’s girl. “I hardly saw that baby again,” Ma used to joke. “I lost her as soon as Ash took
her in his arms. There never was a man so smitten with a tiny baby.” Ash insisted on fixing the
infant’s formula. He washed her diapers, rose cheerfully from his bed in the middle of the night to
walk her, even carried her off for days at a time to the places where oil was being sought. With
geological maps in one hand and his baby girl in the other, Ash would sit in the fading cool of a
Texas dusk and talk to an engineer about whether a well was running high or where the
abnormalities were hiding in the subsurface of the earth that centuries ago had trapped the oil.
Farm wives often rode out with fried chicken and a five-gallon can of fresh coffee for their men.
And they would laugh and carry on about the big city fellow with the baby on his lap, but they
would also draw back and cluck kindly about his obvious glowing love for the child.Joan was an
exuberant youngster who attacked life full tilt, grabbing it the hour of her awakening each day
and squeezing every minute of its value until she reluctantly fell asleep exhausted. And
throughout the day she made her father laugh. Not a man of especially good humor, Ash was
often dour in demeanor. But at the sight of Joan his face turned joyous. Once the child ran in
from a playground and leaped into her father’s armchair. “I ’spect I need a good talkin’ to, Pa,”
she suggested seriously.“Why, honey? Did you do something bad?”Joan nodded. “Yes, Pa. I just
gave Billy a sock in the face.” Joan was four; Billy was five.On another day a religiously
committed neighbor suggested to Joan that she attend a nearby Sunday school. “No, ma’am,”
responded the child politely. “I want to go to hell with my daddy.” Ash heard the story and roared,
telling it all over Texas.Joan was as well attended as a czarina. Should a minor scratch appear
on her arm from a molesting kitten, Ash would summon a specialist and, if necessary, a medical



staff. “I want the best for this child,” he always said. Nursemaids, private schools, toe dance
teachers—all received his patronage, if their credentials were pre-eminent in Ash’s eyes. By
1934 he was in a prosperous period, enough to engage a chauffeur-driven Cadillac, chiefly
because he enjoyed going on rides with his daughter and sharing her joy of discovery at the age
of three. He did not want to divide his attention between her and the road. Once, while motoring
out Houston’s South Main Street, Joan noticed an amusement park with pony rides.“I remember
well exactly what happened,” Ash would say some forty years later. “Joanie commenced to
hollering that she wanted to ride those ponies. I told the chauffeur to stop and I walked over and
put her up on the pony. Nickel a ride. I expected her to cry like the other kiddies or get tired and
demand to be taken off. But she loved it. That was the beginning. Everything dates from that
afternoon.”It is a special moment when a small child connects with something that will dominate
a life. Rarely does it happen at such an early age, but from that day in 1934 Joan Robinson was
committed to horses as surely as the young Mozart was bound to music.She began fretting for
her nursery school class to end each day so that the chauffeur could drive her to the pony rides.
“Hurry!” Joan cried, impatiently sitting in the back seat. Within six weeks she had succeeded in
making one of the weary Shetland ponies lope around the track. The manager stood
openmouthed in amazement and the other children grew frightened. “You better get this kid a
real horse,” said the manager to Ash.Near Houston’s Hermann Park was a public stable
operated by a man with the Dickensian name of Skaggs. He owned a broken-down chestnut
mare named Dot who had borne ten thousand young Houston children on her swayed back.
Patient and docile, she seemed void of juices and ready only to lie down forever. But when Joan
leaped upon her back, Dot’s ears perked and she was rejuvenated. A quiver rippled across the
old horse’s flanks. Whispering in Dot’s ear, Joan dug in her heels and the two were off, bursting
from the stable, down a path, into the thick woods.“My God!” cried Ash fearfully, beginning to run
after his tiny daughter. Surely the horse had gone insane and would throw the child, perhaps
even trample her.“They’ll be okay,” murmured Skaggs. He was not frightened, only
astonished.When Joan returned, with Dot prancing and snorting like a colt, she beseeched her
father to buy the horse. “Is she for sale?” asked Ash.Skaggs scratched his head. He was
suddenly a good horse trader. “Well,” he allowed, “she’s got a lot of turns left in her.”“How much
will you take for her?” pushed Ash, taking out his bankroll as testimony to his sincerity. He always
carried a wad of big bills, for his trips to the oil country.“To tell you the truth, old Dot ain’t worth a
damn,” said Skaggs. “But she’s the kiddies’ favorite. She’s made a lot of quarters for
me.”Assuming that no deal could be struck, Ash took his disappointed daughter by the hand and
led her toward the limousine. Skaggs’s words stopped him. “’Bout a hundred and fifty bucks, I
reckon.”“A hundred and fifty dollars?” Ash was incredulous. “That’s highway robbery.” But his
daughter was crying and, to shush her, he counted out the money. Had Joan asked for the Rice
Hotel to store her dolls in, Ash would have telephoned his real estate broker.The deal was struck
and Skaggs went over to pat his suddenly illustrious steed. “You’re a lucky old nag,” he said.
“Those other kids just about wore you out. Now maybe you’ll get a little rest.”If Skaggs presumed



that Joan Robinson, age four, would be like the other rich children, the kind who screamed until
their daddies bought them a horse and then ignored the creature in a few weeks after infatuation
waned, he was wrong. The spunky child with the light brown hair that flew behind her as she ran
—she seldom walked anywhere—fell immediately in love with her first horse. Dot was
transformed. She was groomed, scolded, cajoled, fed treats, trained, and generally cared for in
the manner of a Kentucky Derby champion. A society instructor was engaged to teach Joan the
fundamentals of riding but could not suppress a wince at seeing the horse that the child led out
to begin the first lesson. Joan saw the look of dismay. “Dot can do anything!” she insisted. Within
three months Dot could indeed walk, trot, and even canter on cue. But only for Joan. She would
not respond to any other rider.When she was five years old and still in need of a stepladder to
mount Dot, Joan entered the equitation competition at the Houston Fat Stock Show and Rodeo.
She was ready to test her riding ability against all female comers twelve years and under. Ma
and Pa tried to dissuade their daughter but Joan was adamant. She would enter and she would
win. With drawn breath, the Robinsons watched as the event began. Their daughter weighed fifty
pounds, the horse fifteen hundred. Together, the imbalance was enchanting, clearly the crowd’s
favorite. Throughout her turn Joan flashed a dazzling smile, one that would become her
trademark. Dot rose to the occasion, obeying each of her young mistress’ commands, and when
the results were announced Joan Robinson was awarded the third place ribbon.“We were both
so excited we were ready to bust,” Ma would recall. ‘“But Joan was disappointed and Pa was
angry. They both thought she should have been first.” That night Joan took the white ribbon and
tacked it onto a wall beside her bed. A dozen years later, by the time she had graduated from a
private high school and was enrolled in the proper Stephens College for women at Columbia,
Missouri, the wall was filled with ribbons, mostly blue, and the shelves sagged from the trophies
won in horse show events across the American South. In 1951 Ash wrote to a newspaper that
inquired about his daughter:Joan asked me to write a résumé. It’s as simple as that—she thinks.
But how do I begin to tell you about my talented little girl?She won her first ribbon in equitation
when she was five years old—a third at the Houston Fat Stock Show. She began riding three-
and five-gaited horses—and winning!—in amateur stakes by the time she was seven. She was
reserve champion in amateur five-gaited stake at the Baton Rouge, La. show in 1938 (when she
was seven years old) on Midnite, a black gelding. I am sending you a picture torn out of my
scrapbook (and please return, it is so important to me). She was first and second in practically all
of the equitation and juvenile three- and five-gaited classes from 1938 through 1945. She won
the $2,000 championship three-gaited stake at Jackson, Miss., in 1945 on Peavine Rhythm
Step, and others at Selma, Ala., New Orleans, and Pensacola—so many on this horse until its
death this year.She sings, plays the piano, swims, works, reads, and is a perfect, wonderful
child. Her mother and I adore her. Every minute around her is a treasure. That’s about all that I
personally know about her—that is, first hand. Yours truly.When Joan was ten, she wrote a brief
composition on the subject “My Father” for an English class. It read:My father is big and strong.
He likes to get his way. He is usually right, Mama says. He is good-looking when he takes his



glasses off. He is gone a lot looking for oil. Sometimes he rides horses with me, but I run off and
leave him and he gets scared.He tells funny stories all the time and sits beside my bed until I go
to sleep. Sometimes I wake up and he is still there watching me. I used to think he was the
sandman. I love my father very much. He gives me everything I want.The day that a young
woman leaves home and goes away to college is normally the day that the umbilical cord is cut.
But this was not the case when Joan Robinson left Houston and enrolled at Stephens. Her
parents followed her there. Ash leased a suite of rooms at a hotel adjacent to the campus and
sent Ma to keep her eye on Joan. He commuted for long weekends, trying to make a little joke
about the unusual shadowing of their daughter. “I figured it was cheaper to let Ma move up there
than pay the god damn long-distance phone bills,” he said at the time. But the truth was that
Joan had become the sun for two dulling lives, and neither Ash or Rhea could bear to exist
without its warmth.At Stephens, Joan was a popular, achieving student who made average
grades, more interested in rushing from class each afternoon to ride the horse she had brought
with her to board, a creature with the lovely name, Song of Revelry. The college was of the old
tradition, where wealthy young women could bring their horses and keep them at a campus
stable. A classmate would remember that Joan was “the busiest girl on campus.” She must have
been, rushing from class to stable to her parents’ hotel suite, trying to satisfy obligations to all.
The same classmate, who later became one of Joan’s married friends in Houston, recalled,
“Most of us felt sorry for her. She was completely under her parents’ thumb. She couldn’t even
accept a date without checking with them first. The thing I remember most about Joan was how
starved for affection she seemed to be. With all that attention, she was hungry for love from
somebody other than Ma and Pa.”Briefly, Joan became enamored of acting, and her
performance in a college production, along with her regular appearances on the covers of
Sunday rotogravure sections from Houston to Tampa, aroused the attention of an MGM talent
scout. He offered Joan a screen test if she could find her way to Hollywood. Almost eighteen,
she was wholesome, in a June Allyson sort of way, and possessed of a freshness and class that
motion pictures might have found appealing. Excitedly, Joan burst into her parents’ rooms with
the news.Ash Robinson’s face darkened. He was not enthusiastic. “I can’t let you do that,
Joanie,” he said. Too many “good girls” had been destroyed by show business. Dangerous men
with salacious intention were lying in wait behind every palm tree in Beverly Hills. It was out of
the question.Joan argued ineffectually. She was not yet strong enough to buck her father. Nor
was she sophisticated enough to discern that Pa would not let her go off on her own on any
project.Even marriage.There were two, in quick order, both disasters. Ash Robinson hovered
over both like Zeus throwing thunderbolts down from Mount Ida. The first man was a New
Orleans boy named Spike Benton, and their romance flowered the night of the June Ball at
Annapolis. “He’s from a lovely family,” Ma told her husband. “His grandmother was queen of the
Mardi Gras, and he’s going to be a Navy pilot.” Of course Ma had accompanied her daughter to
Annapolis, and had dressed her for the ball, and had watched the handsome young cadets
come in dress whites to fetch the girls, and had sat up until daybreak with Joan as she poured



out her love for the Benton boy.Ash Robinson watched the relationship grow serious, and when
his daughter’s beau came calling to ask permission to wed, he could not even pretend good
humor. Joan and Spike were too young, too naïve, too financially dependent on their elders.
Who would pay for Joan’s horses? Did this boy have any idea how much the hobby cost to
sustain? What would Joan do while he was off flying his Navy airplanes around the world?
Marriages cannot be impetuous! Go away and let some time pass and come back when they
were both mature. Spike Benton had dreaded this scene, but now that it was being played, he
realized he had underestimated his antagonist. It was clear that Ash Robinson would sooner tear
out his heart than surrender his daughter to another man.Joan took her father aside and spoke
to him in private. She loved Spike Benton. And she wanted him. It was natural. It was the way
things had always happened, and always would. She would give up her horses. They were
something she had loved as a child, but now she was a woman. She wanted her father’s
blessing.Ash Robinson sadly assented. In the family album are wedding photographs revealing
a bride of honeyed hair and exceptional beauty, a groom with traditional apprehension, and a
father whose smile was forced and tight.The newlyweds immediately moved to Pensacola,
Florida, where Benton would undergo flight training. They were not long left alone. Abruptly Ash
“retired” from the oil business, even though he was hardly past fifty years old, and in vigorous
health. He was feeling a little weary, he said, and the climate in Pensacola was supposed to be
nice. Surely it would be a suitable place for him and Ma to put their feet up, watch the world go
by, and visit the young folks now and then. The Robinsons thus moved to Pensacola and took an
apartment a few minutes away from their daughter and new son-in-law. Ash found it necessary
to begin each day by visiting Joan and drinking coffee. Not unsurprisingly, the marriage of Mr.
and Mrs. Spike Benton collapsed within six months. So did the retirement of Ash
Robinson.Husband number two was a young New Orleans lawyer whom Joan had known since
she was a child. His name was Cecil Burglass, and he shared Joan’s interest in horses. Cecil’s
bloodlines were acceptable, at least to Ma, and his proposal of marriage would have seemed an
attractive prospect.This time Ash was not only cautionary, he was adamant. His face purpled.
Absolutely out of the question, he stormed. He would not permit his daughter to run from the
ruins of one marriage into another one. Rebound romances are as perishable as gardenias. “I
will give neither my blessing nor my permission,” he said. “And if that is not clear enough, then I
forbid it. Joan is still a minor in the eyes of the law.”Joan Robinson and Cecil Burglass eloped
and were married by a justice of the peace. When Ash heard the news he ordered Ma to pack
their belongings. For a time the Robinsons had been living in New Orleans. Declaring that he
had shut his disobedient child out of his life forever, Ash moved back to Houston. In less than
another half year Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Burglass were separated, soon to be divorced. The
Robinson family explanation was that the son-in-law, though charming, bright, and full of
promise, was also devoted to the race track.There was another reason that contributed to the
breakup. Joan kept it secret for years, finally confiding in a close girl friend almost a decade
later.“I can laugh about it now,” Joan told her, “but at the time it was very strange. In the middle of



one night I got a long-distance call from Ma in Houston, and she said Pa had had a heart attack
and was critical. It sounded like he was on his deathbed with the arteries spurting blood. So I
rushed home as fast as I could.”When she reached her father’s deathbed, he was not reclining
there. He was, in fact, up and around. If there had been a heart attack, the recovery was swift
and miraculous. Ash begged Joan to stay in Houston for a spell. He needed her. Unsaid was the
fact that her second marriage seemed so bruised that it would take very little to destroy it
altogether.“Pa offered me a new Cadillac, a mink coat, a diamond ring, and any horse I wanted,”
Joan told her girl friend years later. “And so I figured, what the hell.”Her luck with men had thus
far been poor, with the exception of one whose love she could depend on. Pa. Joan Robinson
returned home. She was twenty years old.FOURJoan Robinson and the city of Houston were
metaphors for one another during the 1950s. Both were young, ambitious, restless, wealthy, and
tempestuous in an era when most of the nation slumbered contentedly in the bosom of
Eisenhower. Both girl and city were eager to establish identities, and both, in their flawed ways,
succeeded. In a pale green Cadillac with a rared-up bronze horse as adornment on the hood, a
mink tossed around her shoulders, diamonds glinting at her throat, Joan Olive Robinson Benton
Burglass dyed her pony tail a hot silver blonde, colored her lips flame red, and began the dance.
She became one of the city’s first celebrities, prowling its boulevards at night, flash bulbs
marking her way. Her needs were both complex and basic. She wanted laughter to surround her,
she wanted attention, and she wanted companions to blur the emotional wrenches of two failed
marriages. And she found them all, there being no lack of similarly inclined spirits in a town that
was a raw-boned country lad who found oil and tried to become a baron in a fortnight.It was an
era of excess and vulgarity, both applauded. Was anybody poor? One oilman appeared at public
gatherings with a hundred-dollar bill serving as his bow tie, and, if the evening wore well, he took
to ripping it off and throwing it to the nearest pretty woman, and clipping on another—and
another—and another. A man wrote Picasso in the South of France and sought to buy ten
paintings. He specified no color preference or subject, only the size of the wall in his wife’s
gallery room. The eccentricities of another Croesus were novel, even in Houston. This one kept
precisely two thousand silver dollars in racks at his mansion, employing a Negro whose
obligation was to keep the coins polished and pristine. The master was given to seizing handfuls
for his journeys about the city, throwing them from his open-air Cadillac, laughing like a Roman
nobleman as the less fortunate scrambled for his largesse. While he was absent from the house
—which, incidentally, contained fifty telephones—the racks would be refilled to the brim.Oh,
what a lovely carnival it was! How abundant were the stories for Joan to hear and tell! Could
anybody not laugh at the account of the two oilmen, Mr. A. and Mr. B., who relished playing
practical jokes on one another? Finally Mr. B. triumphed, at some cost. When his friend was
away on lengthy sojourn in Europe, he ordered a real roller coaster erected in Mr. A.’s ample
back yard. Or what of the terrible fire that destroyed the home of a rich man and his wife? The
paper reported that the lady of the house rushed outside in the night to fight the blaze while
wearing her mink stole. The very next day her secretary telephoned the city desk with a



correction: “It was not her mink she was wearing, but her marten furs.” Everyone could enjoy the
millionaire’s wife who always purchased two extra first-class airplane tickets for travels to New
York and Paris. Where else would she put her matched poodles, with jeweled collars and
chinchilla sweaters?H. R. Cullen, an oilman who did sensible things like endowing the University
of Houston, and less sensible things like insisting that Senator Joseph McCarthy was a voice to
rival Thomas Paine, had his biography published in 1954. And he was annoyed that it went
largely unread. Therefore he spent more than $200,000 of his own money to mail more than
100,000 copies of his life story to libraries and newspapers across the non-Communist
world.One man used $50,000 vainly trying to keep penguins alive in a refrigerated chamber of
his home; another rode lions bareback to greet the mailman. They found oil on the city dump.
And at the city prison work farm, too. A Houston lady wrote the Smithsonian to inquire if the
Hope diamond was for sale. Property values exploded like land mines. On Main Street lots sold
for $2,000 per front inch. Skyscrapers shot up like volcanoes raring through the cracks of a
massive earthquake. “Was Houston here last year?” asked a visitor in 1955. “Of course,” said her
friend, the local. “Why?” Because, said the newcomer, looking at the new buildings rising clean
and characterless all around him, “it looks like they built everything last week.” It was actually
difficult to work in downtown Houston because of the noise level. Secretaries stuffed cotton in
their ears before descending to the street for lunch. Bulldozers had waiting lists. Steel hammers
crashed down anything old. The city became a movie played at the wrong high speed.
Newspapers ran regular front-page boxes applauding the number of new residents streaming
into the city. “Why did you move to Houston?” asked a reporter of a new resident in 1955.
“Because it is a place that is still wide open,” replied the man from New York. “Fellow can breathe
clean air here.” As he spoke he stood within a mile of the Houston Ship Channel, and the air he
was prepared to breathe was noxious with fumes from a cauldron—sulphur, oil, petrochemicals,
and gas fires—that burned every minute of the day and night, spewing excess into the skies.
The city’s population jumped from 500,000 in 1940 to 1,250,000 by 1960, the largest growth of
any place in the U.S. “I’m One in a Million” read the favored bumper sticker when the city at long
last passed the symbolic mark of 1,000,000 souls. Its coming—M-Day—had been measured
and anticipated by the Houston Press, whose editor actually said, in front of witnesses, “My
land, this is a bigger story than D-Day.” An urban planner cast worried eyes over the convulsive
landscape and predicted that by the year 2000 Houston would be the biggest city in the world.
Another study marked Houston in 1950 as the nation’s leader in industrial construction with
building permits for a three-year period totaling more than half a billion dollars. Never was the
“big is good” chorus so hosannahed. Let the Eisenhower recession deeply wound the rest of
America; Houston felt not even a scratch.There was indeed a serious side to the Houston of
these years—Stokowski led her symphony, DeBakey and Cooley repaired her hearts, scholars
of world rank worked quietly at the Rice Institute, good theater was performed. But though her
body public was proud that the Texas Medical Center was throwing up great hospitals faster
than mushrooms sprouting in a wet forest, it was more enjoyable to prate of the local boy who



married Hedy Lamarr, or the other one, the fellow who wed the Egyptian belly dancer and stuck
diamonds in her navel and invited his friends to watch her grind. Houston was an adolescent and
behaved accordingly.Joan Robinson was princess of café society, that slightly ill-mannered
relative of the old guard, the principal difference being that the former performed its antics in
public with new oil money and the latter stayed at home with dollars stored up from a generation
before. Café society even had its official birth date in Houston, that being the evening of March
17, 1949—St. Patrick’s Day—when a wildcatter named Glenn McCarthy opened the Shamrock
Hotel. It was an indulgence which matched in expense, if certainly not in taste, the Taj Mahal.
Eighteen stories high, five miles from the center of downtown Houston, its interior décor
slathered with sixty-three different hues of green, the $21-million hotel was a monument to the
worst. Frank Lloyd Wright saw it, stared thunderstruck, and was heard to mutter, “Why?” Later,
however, he cheered sufficiently to say, “I always wondered what it was like inside a juke box.”
On opening night, 175 Hollywood stars were brought in as rhinestones, and the ensuing party
was as sodden as a banquet at Caligula’s court. It would be fictionally celebrated in Edna
Ferber’s much-loathed (in Texas) novel, Giant (one Houston newspaperman always printed the
title with a lowercase g, and in a type face several sizes smaller than traditional newsprint), and
in the ensuing film, which starred James Dean as a McCarthy-like oilman who pitched forward in
a stupor as he welcomed his guests.But, again, never mind. The attitude in Houston was that the
carping came from out-of-towners. It’s us against them, and we know best. The Shamrock was
the Waldorf and the Paris Ritz redoubled in spades. It was the place to go, the place to be seen,
the womb for the rich and the restless of Houston.Joan Robinson in effect set up headquarters
there. Tanning beside the “world’s largest hotel pool,” dancing in the Cork Club, stopping in the
lobby and impetuously buying a hundred-dollar sequined sweater on her way to the garage
where her Cadillac was washed and waiting, she was one of the hostelry’s most admired
patrons. Houston’s newspapers, eager to establish a sophistication for the city, encouraged their
gossip columnists to fabricate a racy dream world of beautiful people afloat on flying carpets of
gold. One such, whose Houston Press column of trivia was called “The Town Crier,” enshrined
Joan Robinson. There were weeks when Joan’s name and photograph appeared six or eight
times. Always she seemed to be “flying off to a horse show” or “winging in from Hollywood where
people ogled her at the Mocambo” or “sporting a new diamond from her oilman pop, Ash.”Some
sample and actual items:“The booful blonde in the Shamrock was Joan Robinson, the socialite
honey—dateless—but in a crowd.…”“Shamrock singer Dick Kreuger first dated gorgeous
socialite Joan Robinson Monday night … she forgot to tell her folks she’d be late, so Dick met
her oilman Pop when they returned home at 5 ayem. Oh, my-oh-my.…”“CELEBRITEMS—Gay
blade builder Eben Locher and blonde socialite Joan Robinson musing with stars in their eyes
…”“Shamrock singer Dick Kreuger has no trouble getting suntan lotion spread over his frame
poolside these days. All the cuties volunteer. Socialite Joan Robinson especially likes to do it.
…”“Glamorous socialite Joan Robinson handholding at the Fontaine Lounge with medical
salesman Charley Wagner (and how her list of swains grows and growwws!!!) …”“Joan Robinson



was the Troubadorable last night, looking soooooooo gorgeous, and sooooooo rich.…”These
were years tinged with the real abandon of Scott Fitzgerald’s imagined world, Joan playing Daisy
to a score of Gatsbys. Wasn’t that Joan Robinson who was offered a magnum of Dom Perignon
to jump fully clothed from the Shamrock’s dizzying high diving tower? And they say she refused,
only to return that midnight, leaping in compromise from a lesser elevation, in the arms of a
suitor, into the deserted pool? And that was certainly Joan who accepted one beau’s diamond
ring of proposal, only to break impetuously with him and run to the nearest bayou and hurl the
modest gem into the muddy waters. Everyone knew of the night when an escort put a fifty-dollar
bill down on the waiter’s tip tray at the Shamrock, only to have Joan sniff that the offering
seemed penurious. Not until the swain put a pair of hundreds into the waiter’s hands did Joan
smile her favor.“If she wasn’t at the Shamrock, then she was at the Troubador,” remembered a
best friend, Joan Jaworski, twenty years later. The two Joans were, decided the columnists, “the
gold dust twins.” Both were slim, blonde, vivacious, given to loud laughter that could rattle a
room, and both shared a love of horses since childhood. Fortune blessed them both with
adoring and indulgent fathers—Joan Jaworski’s would become in 1974 the Watergate prosecutor
—whose purses allowed them to decorate the city at night like falling stars that would never fade
and vanish.Always, never far away, a guard dog, was Ash. Each time his daughter’s name
appeared in print he eagerly clipped it and added to the scrapbooks that now reached from the
floor of the closet to his shoulders. With mock complaint he paid Joan’s monthly bills at the city’s
private dinner and drinking clubs, waving them around now and then as if they were the national
debt. Still Joan knew her father did not object to her life style. The core of the matter was that
each night she returned to his home, not to the bed of another man. Occasionally Joan invited
Ma and Pa to join her in an evening’s revels, and Mrs. Robinson especially treasured these
hours. “I often felt the only real love in my life was Joan,” Ma said. “Every time I was out with my
daughter I had a wonderful time. She made me feel loved. She called me ‘hon.’ She’d look
across the table and she’d smile and she’d say, ‘Are you having fun, hon?’ She made me feel
wanted.”Of the men who flowed in and out of Joan’s life like ocean currents, none stayed very
long without arousing the attention of Ash. He was not loath to engage private detectives for
examination of the backgrounds of men who seemed to have caught his daughter’s fancy. One
such check revealed that a playboy seen often with Joan was homosexual. Ash found it
important to inform his daughter, and she thereafter refused his dates. Another bachelor whose
name frequently appeared in the columns beside Joan encountered an assailant as he walked
to his car in a dimly lit parking lot. Savagely beaten, he always suspected that Ash had
dispatched the pair of knuckles.During the day Joan spent much of her time around her horses.
Her show animals were kept at a stable in Tulsa, Oklahoma, in the hands of a renowned trainer.
When Joan participated in a show in, for example, Los Angeles, she would fly there, and the
horses would travel separately, in the comfort of a palace railroad car. At home in Houston, Joan
boarded a knockabout palomino pony named Danny at the Alameda Stables, not far from where
she had kept Dot as a child. Several of her affluent friends kept horses there and it became a



clubhouse. “They were wonderful crazy years,” remembered a horsewoman named Betty Dorris.
“We rode every day, we raced, we had a girls’ polo team and we’d get out there and knock the
shit out of each other. We even had a drill team and we’d get all gussied up in outrageous satin
cowgirl clothes and ride in rodeos. And Joan was the leader of the pack. If she told us to get
ready for a ride up Mount Everest, we’d call our daddies and ask for plane fare to Tibet.”Although
Joan’s group was composed of young women whose ages were generally in their early twenties,
one older woman closer to forty hovered nearby. She was not a blooded member of the group,
for her social credentials were lacking. But she loved horses and she wore expensive Western
clothes and from her lips poured a river of rough talk, so profane that it was artful. It was said that
Lilla Paulus could cuss better than a stable hand kicked by a mustang. She also had an attar of
the forbidden about her, for it was also said that her husband, Claude Paulus, was a society
bookie. Lilla came to the Alameda Stables regularly with her little girl, a spunky child named
Mary Josephine whose passion for horses was as great as Joan Robinson’s had been twenty
years before. Now and again Joan would stop whatever she was doing and give the little girl a
pointer in equitation, a kindness that Lilla Paulus noted. There would be a day when Lilla Paulus
and her daughter would play major roles in the convoluted drama of Joan Robinson. But at the
time no one paid them much attention.Of the men who orbited around Joan in these vainglorious
years, only one endured for more than a figurative moment. She fell deeply in love with Travers
Fell. He was, according to Betty Dorris, “the most gorgeous son of a bitch in Texas.” His
bloodlines were provincially royal, he was heir to a land fortune—one of his antecedents owned
great chunks of real estate which lay in the paths of planned freeways—and he knew and loved
horseflesh even better than Joan. He also drank heavily and when drunk enjoyed using his ham
fists to break up bars and beat up their patrons. His Cadillac sped terrifyingly across the city,
sometimes with a loaded .38 under the seat and an open fifth of bourbon on the dash which he
swigged like Coke. Legends grew about him. He was the paradigm romantic, reckless Texan.
Once he borrowed a dime from Joan at the Alameda Stables to make a telephone call during
which he bought a $100,000 race horse.He was also, according to Ash Robinson, not worth a
pitcher of warm piss.“When Joan and I met,” said Travers Fell two decades later, time having
cursed him with a face pumped up and reddened from whiskey and a mind tormented by
memories, “it was like two magnets coming together. Pow! No two people ever fell in love quite
so fast. We could have moved mountains if they got in the way. On the day we met at Alameda
Stables, I had two other serious girls in my life, but within forty-eight hours I had forgotten their
names. Nobody existed but Joan!”Ash hated the new man in his daughter’s life. When she
brought Travers around to the new home he had built on Kirby Drive in River Oaks, the city’s
most elegant neighborhood, Ash was not even civil. “I could see the hate in his eyes,” Travers
would one day remember. “Right away old Ash recognized that him and me were two of a kind.
Neither one of us would settle for half the hog, we wanted it all! That old bastard leaned on me
every way he could. You see, he knew that if I won Joan she’d belong to me. And not to him. I got
the impression that Joan wanted to get away from her father, but she both loved him and feared



him. I told her I was going to tell the old son of a bitch just what was what, but she warned me off.
I remember exactly what she said, ‘Pa can be as dangerous as a rattlesnake.’”Conversely, the
crowd at Alameda Stables felt that Joan and Travers were a perfect match, having their love of
horses as a common bond, he—if his relatives ever died—having enough money to cover all
circumstances. Joan tried to enhance her beau’s image in her father’s eyes, but the now familiar
eruption always occurred. For God’s sake, thundered Ash, the man didn’t even have a job. Man
must work! Man must produce! Man was of the earth and he must give back some small
measure!For years the affair continued with Joan openly dating other men with whom she was
publicized in the newspaper columns. But in her heart there was only Travers. She met him
secretly at horse shows away from Pa, at the country homes of friends. She nagged at Travers to
get a job, any job, even the semblance of a job, anything to prove to her father that the man she
wanted was more than a reckless firestorm.There was another love in Joan’s life at the time, one
for which Ash had complete approval, although it placed a strain on his bank account. At a minor
horse show in San Antonio, Joan noted a dappled gray mare whose name was Beloved Belinda.
The foal of an unknown mare and sire, she nonetheless possessed unusual gaits. “I’ve got to
have this horse, Pa,” Joan begged her father. “I want her more than anything I’ve ever wanted in
my life.” Ash paid $27,500 for Beloved Belinda, an enormous price for an animal with
undistinguished lineage. But to anyone who exclaimed over the sum, he answered, “Look at my
little girl’s face and tell me if it isn’t worth it.”Joan elected to make her debut with the mare at an
important horse show in Louisville, Kentucky, a city celebrated for its attention to equine
excellence. She devised a secret dollop of showmanship. Normally Joan wore the black formal
riding habit favored on the society show circuit. But to complement her new mount she
commissioned her tailors in Houston to design a riding costume in exactly the same shade as
Belinda—a lustrous pearl gray. Even the derby must be the same, she insisted.When Joan
arrived at the Louisville arena she dressed secretly and threw a robe over her costume. She had
schemed to enter the ring last, after the other thirty horses and their riders had performed. When
the announcer called her name, Joan held Belinda back for a moment of suspense. Then,
following a calculated script, she and the great horse burst forth, an exquisite duet in gray,
demanding every eye in the house as a pair of superb dancers do when they seize a stage.
Suddenly there was no other horse or rider in the ring. At the end of the evening Joan Robinson
and Beloved Belinda swept the boards, and the crowd rose in emotional standing ovation.A
newspaperman wrote, “When Joan Robinson rides Beloved Belinda it is one of the most
achingly beautiful sights in the world. It is a poem, a waltz, it is the sculpture of Rodin and the
painting of Cezanne. My goosepimples get goosepimples.” Horse shows tend to be hugely
boring to the unsophisticated in that the typical one can last four hours, with endless
processions of horses and riders pouring in and out of the ring, with tedious waits for the judges
to mark their cards. There is, of course, only so much that a horse can do, and a canter is not
that much more invigorating to watch than a trot. But for seven years Joan and Beloved Belinda
were like a Roman candle set off in the middle of the preacher’s sermon. So accustomed were



Joan—and Ash—to winning that, when the ribbon was not blue, a judge could feel their wrath.
“Ash Robinson cussed me from hell to breakfast because Joan came in third,” one judge
remembered. “I told him it was a fair call—the mare was a little heavy in the hock and it showed
that night. But Ash said I was a god damned disgrace and I should be thrown out of the horse
world.”Joan’s temper often rose in concert. Once, in San Antonio, she accepted the second-
place red ribbon with no show of pleasure and carried it back to a hotel, the prize wadded in her
hand like an unwelcome telegram. When the porter helping her with her bags remarked politely,
“Sure is a nice ribbon, ma’am,” Joan whirled and snapped, “You like it? You can have it!” And
flung the ribbon at the man’s feet.Always Ash was there, just at the edge where the spotlight
ended and the black anonymity of the crowd began. Sometimes the lights would catch him, but
he made no effort to shield his face from their lovely glare. Always he hurried to the telephone in
Louisville or New York or wherever, once the results were in, and he rang the Houston
newspapers with his daughter’s latest triumph.He courted the press, sending cases of whiskey
and flagons of perfume to favored reporters at Christmas, parceling out “scoops” like choice bits
of beef in a stew.Joan won five world championships on Beloved Belinda from 1953 to 1958, but
nothing much else changed in her private moments. Travers Fell remained what he had always
been and would always be, the hard-drinking, carefree pursuer of the sweet life. Joan continued
as the girl about town, with Ash protecting her, financing her, not closing his eyes for sleep at
night until the front door slammed and she was home. In another time and place, perhaps Joan
and Travers could have lived together as lovers. Then, perhaps, Joan’s music would have always
been a waltz.Too soon began a dance of death.FIVEIdly, bored with her own dinner
companions, her gaze this autumn night swept across the tables of Houston’s rich and those
pretending to be, settling momentarily on a young man who looked impossibly out of place. Joan
liked to examine strangers surreptitiously and imagine instant biographies for them. What is this
one doing at the Cork Club? she wondered. He is definitely a farmer in town for the one big night
of his life, she decided. Somebody’s cousin from Waxahachie. An Aggie, most assuredly. Or
maybe a roughneck who just brought in a well and his boss is buying him dinner. His cheeks
were apple pink, almost shining, his suit from the Monkey Ward catalogue with a shirt collar so
tight it made his neck bulge, his expression that of a man who has no idea what fork to pick up. If
he owns a suitcase, it is cardboard, and if he stood up, his trouser legs would quit three inches
above his white socks. Although it did not occur to her at the time, he looked not unlike Travers
Fell, who was currently estranged from her companionship. Both had the fleshy, boyish good
looks that catch a woman’s eye from a distance.On her way to the powder room later on, Joan
noticed that the stranger was in the company of two unlikely friends, one of Houston’s most
striking couples, Dr. Riley Foster and his wife Maggie. He was a slim, aquiline cardiologist with
aristocratic bearing, noted for his patronage of the arts, she an uncommon beauty who so
resembled a film star that in the columns her name always contained an identifying afterphrase,
“… the Lauren Bacall look-alike.” Joan knew them both well, for they were very much a part of
her crowd, the pack that graced the best restaurants and parties. She could not resist stopping



to find out who the bumpkin was at their table.Maggie Foster smiled and introduced the new
man. “This is Dr. John Hill,” she said.“Hi,” said Joan, summoning a show ring smile for Dr. John
Hill, who rose like an obedient hound dog and pumped her hand enthusiastically. He was almost
six feet tall, a well-built man with broad shoulders, thick dark hair, and a wide and guileless face.
Joan decided he was worth knowing. She made a discreet signal which Maggie Foster caught.
The two friends went to the powder room.“I don’t know much about him,” said Maggie. A few
nights earlier her husband had called from the hospital and said he was bringing a young intern
home for dinner. He was new in Houston, didn’t know anybody. Lonely kid, that sort of thing.
Supposed to be from some hick town in the Rio Grande Valley.Good old country boys appealed
to her, said Joan.“Don’t fool yourself,” answered Maggie. “I opened the front door and here stood
this farm boy who is probably the best-looking man I ever saw. He says ‘howdy’ and ‘ma’am’ and
then he sees Riley’s piano and he sits down and plays a Mozart sonata. An exquisite Mozart
sonata.”Joan freshened her make-up and combed her silvery pony tail. A little cattily, Maggie
thought her friend was getting a touch long in the tooth to be wearing her hair in that fashion, but
she knew that Joan cared nothing for style. With all that money, Maggie thought to herself,
Joan’s hemlines are always in direct opposition to the dictum of the season. And she will bounce
her grandchildren on her knee with her hair tied back like a college cheerleader.“I think I want
him,” said Joan. “Fix it up, Maggie.”In later years John Hill would attempt a modicum of self-
depreciation (not much, for he would become a vain and humorless man) by introducing himself
as from a town in South Texas so small and so hayseed that “I never even saw a Cadillac until I
got to Houston.” It was hardly true, for the area from which he sprang was the most fertile soil of
Texas, the Rio Grande Valley, a semi-tropical wedge at the extreme tip of the state, with Mexico
on one side, the warm Gulf on the other. There the world was lush and steamy, fortunes were
made from the grapefruit and oranges that grew in orchards tended by the cheap labor force that
crossed the river from Mexico. Among the first settlers to arrive in response to the land booms of
the early 1920s were John Hill’s parents, who settled in shortly after World War I, at a place that
had no name and but one rough dirt road. Within a few years a town was formed and named
after the local real estate developer, Ed Couch. That hardly had a progressive ring about it, and
looked silly on postal marks, so the decision was made to run the two names together. The town
was thenceforth called Edcouch.Raymond Hill and his wife Myra owned a 75-acre farm where
they raised vegetables, cotton, and grain, on what was once an arid desert, made to ripen by the
cheap electricity that pumped in water from the Rio Grande. Theirs was a prim and businesslike
marriage, he being an inquisitive farmer who wanted little more from life than time to work his
earth and tinker with the machines that tilled it, she a strong, hardworking American Gothic
woman with a passion for religion that lay somewhere between the devout and the fanatic. Early
in their partnership an accommodation was reached. Myra had more than enough religion for
both of them. Therefore Raymond announced he would not go to her Church of Christ, or sing
her hymns, or even pay much attention to her biblical quotations, which were produced for every
human occasion from crop failure in the rare, ruthless winter to the births of their three



children.The Hills’ farm bore so much produce that there was surplus, and Raymond decided to
open a small store at the corner of the dirt road that ran in front of his house. Mexican laborers
began stopping by to purchase tomatoes and sweet peppers for lunch, and beans and potatoes
to carry across the river to their homes in villages where the land was still burned and not
blessed by irrigation. Quickly the Hills branched out, adding work clothing, notions, seeds, and
farm equipment to their inventory. Hill’s Corner, as the place became known, soon had a
blacksmith, a barber, and a gas pump, and under Myra’s efficient stewardship the entire stock
usually turned over every two months, grossing $1,500 a week.John Hill was the second child,
born in 1931, wedged between his older sister Judy and his brother Julian, who appeared one
year later. But unlike most youngsters in the middle, who tend to be quiet and insecure, John
was dominant. His energies and curiosities from the time he was a toddler were remarkable.
Myra grew weary and exasperated trying to contain both her son and her household. Dishes
crashed to the floor when John chanced by, lamps fell down, once a console radio was
dismantled by the not yet three-year-old, who found it necessary to pull all the tubes from the
innards. While his parents were away at the Mayo Clinic having Raymond’s appendicitis
attended to, John completely took apart a Perfection oil cooking stove, his mother’s pride. Finally
Myra Hill took a drastic step; she literally tied up her son, attaching him to a harness and a thin
chain that allowed him to roam about a carefully prescribed area in the front yard. If he tried to
reach the road the chain would yank him back, like an errant puppy dog.The two brothers grew
up inseparable, both fascinated by machines. When their model airplanes and miniature autos
and chemistry experiments overflowed their room, Raymond Hill built a small building next to the
home to accommodate his sons’ hobbies. There dangled planes on wires from the ceiling, with
the air redolent of glue and rotten-egg sulphur. The boys were very different, both physically and
emotionally. John was the outgoing, impulsive one, with a tendency to overweight. Julian was the
quiet son, with a gaunt, almost Lincolnesque face and frame. So somber was the second son
that a family friend often wondered, but did not ask, if there was trouble, or pain, within him.Myra
was the disciplinarian, her husband having no desire for the unpleasant scenes that
accompanied punishment. He preferred to stay in the fields or behind the store counter,
muttering an occasional “Just do what your mother says.” The symbol of Myra’s discipline was a
whip which she once used with vigor, then hung on the wall in a prominent place. When the boys
entertained the thought of mischief, all Myra had to do was point at the menacing object, and the
reminder was sufficient.Fervently Myra molded her children into her church, making religion so
much a part of their lives at such an early age that they grew to consider it as natural as eating
and sleeping. When John was not yet two, his mother began teaching a Sunday school class,
and long after he had gone away to college she presided over the same weekly session. Myra
took pride in her Bible classes, for she taught not only the philosophies and verses of the book
but its attendant history and politics and geographies as well. At home, the children dutifully
recited Bible verses as they made beds or washed and dried dishes. On the way to nearby
Harlingen to shop, they played car games always revolving around their knowledge of the Bible.



“You start a Bible verse with the letter A,” directed Myra to one son, and, to the other, “then you
follow with a verse beginning with B.” By their adolescence, both boys could name every book of
the Bible in order from Genesis to Revelations, and the genealogy from Adam to Jesus
Christ.“Religion is not a duty,” Myra liked to say. “Religion is happiness. And ours is not the
‘devil’s-behind-the-door’ kind that scares people into doing right. Ours is joy!”Both boys became
serious musicians, ironic in consideration that their first exposure to song was in a church that
forbade musical instruments of any kind. In the Church of Christ, only the human voice is
permitted. “We make melody with our lips,” explained Myra to her sons when they were
small.Though Myra adhered slavishly to the dictates of her faith, she had no objection to her
sons playing musical instruments away from the church house. In fact she encouraged both to
study piano, pointing out that musical talent ran traditionally in her branch of the family. A favorite
story concerned an uncle who made pianos by hand in Illinois, then vanished from the family
bosom for seventeen years, only to finally turn up with a trunkful of music he had composed.All
three of her children thus received piano lessons, with Myra holding them firmly to disciplined
practice hours. John was the most dedicated, often sitting for three hours at the bench, rising
only to chase his less willing brother about the house and forcefully dragging him to the
metronome when it was time to practice duets. He also learned to handle the trombone, tuba,
flute, and recorder, the medieval flutelike instrument.When John became so skilled in music that
he transferred to a high school out of his district because a better band program was offered,
Myra began to fret. She wanted more for her talented son than to have him play piano for a
dance orchestra, he having once made flip suggestion of that as a possible life’s work. From his
early years, his mother had been pushing medicine. “There are ten doctors in my family,” Myra
kept reminding John, and Julian as well. “I’d be so proud if my two sons became the eleventh
and twelfth.”But John did not seem responsive to his mother’s importunings. “I don’t know what I
want to be,” he said. “I haven’t made up my mind yet.” At Abilene Christian College, an institution
sponsored by the Church of Christ, John enrolled in a liberal arts course. There he fell under the
influence of an excellent teacher, a biologist, and during Christmas vacation in his sophomore
year he gave his mother the gift she had always wanted. He had decided to go to medical
school.His brother Julian announced a similar intent, and Myra prayed exuberant thanks to her
God. Never was a mother so blessed, she said. Two fine sons, both gentle, both scholarly, both
musicians, both about to become doctors. “They are noble children,” she thought to herself,
falling to prayer. “They are the gifts of God.”After graduating summa cum laude from college,
John was accepted at the Baylor College of Medicine in Houston where he completed the four-
year course and internship, electing then for a residency in surgery. It was not an uncommon
decision for young doctors in this city in the middle 1950s. A veritable factory of surgery was
developing under the charismatic leadership of Dr. Michael E. DeBakey, the flame-tempered
Louisianan who was courting world attention by his arterial reconstruction and routing of blood
streams clogged by atherosclerosis. At his side was the talented young associate, Dr. Denton
Cooley, who was on his way to world rank as a surgeon of the open heart. Their aura and



attendant publicity persuaded a disproportionate number of fledgling doctors to choose
cardiovascular surgery. So many that John Hill, who liked Houston and wanted to live there
permanently, decided the competition in that part of the body was absurd. Heart surgeons were
coming out of the walls.He studied the alternatives carefully and, by the third year of his
residency, chose plastic surgery. Several factors worked toward that decision. One was basic.
Money. Only ten board-certified plastic surgeons were practicing in this city of more than a
million people, and in addition to the native population, tens of thousands of potential patients
would be swarming the Texas Medical Center each year as a score of planned new hospitals
opened. Plastic surgery would surely flourish with the other medical disciplines. Houston was a
city of wealth, brimming with women and men able to pay for face-lifts and eyebag removals.
And such procedures could normally be done quickly. The skilled plastic man could schedule six
or eight procedures in one day, the potential revenues enormous.John Hill wanted money. He
looked about the city where it seemed to grow like rye grass after a January rain, and he saw the
jeweled patrons of drinking clubs where he sometimes played cocktail piano to help pay room
and board at the dump where he lived. He drove into River Oaks and looked at the massive
monuments to money owned by the very doctors over whose patients he labored as a resident
for little more than a hundred dollars a month. He told a fellow resident, “In my home town, a
doctor might pull down $25,000 a year. I don’t see a reason in the world why a plastic surgeon
couldn’t make $250,000 a year once he’s off and running in Houston.”His friend nodded in
agreement. The sum sounded reasonable. Gossip among the younger men had DeBakey and
Cooley each billing more than a half million dollars a year in surgical fees. Cooley did open
hearts the way other men ran laps at the YMCA. Ten a day were not unusual. At $1,500 a pop. In
all endeavor, the Houston syndrome was not so much how good, but how much, and how
many.John needed money to finance his musical interests, for the seed that Myra planted in her
son when she pushed him into piano lessons at the age of seven had sprouted into an unusual
commitment. “I’d really rather be a musician,” he told a fellow doctor as they sewed up a gunshot
wound at Ben Taub, the city’s charity hospital. “But a fellow can’t make a decent living out of it.
My dream is to practice medicine in the daytime and play music at night. One of the reasons I’m
going into plastics is that the patients don’t call you up all night long with bellyaches.” At that
moment John had one ear cocked to a portable radio from which a piano concerto was booming
forth in a corner of the surgical suite.His reputation in the surgical program was that of a
pleasant, likable young doctor, of potential talent, but one who was not wholly dependable. A
senior surgeon grew to believe that John also took liberties with the truth. This cropped up when
an indigent drunk with a bad liver appeared at the hospital with a belly swollen from fluids.The
procedure for alleviating the condition is called paracentesis, a routine operation wherein the
surgeon cuts a hole in the stomach and simply drains out the fluids. The only real danger is
cutting the bowel and releasing potentially deadly bacteria into the body.John Hill did just that.
When he began the drawing out of the fluids, he also sucked out feces, clear indication that his
blade had perforated the bowel. It can happen to the best of surgeons, who must then hurry into



an emergency bowel repair. But rather than own up to the mistake, John continued draining the
fluids, then sewed up the abdomen and bandaged the incision. The patient developed peritonitis
and died. In autopsy, the blunder was discovered and Hill was summoned before the senior
surgeon. At first he flatly denied knowledge of the bowel perforation, then hedged by insisting
that, if such had happened, it seemed so minor that a bowel repair was not warranted. “That guy
had a million defenses,” the examining surgeon said later. “I let him go with a severe reprimand.
He was so charming and so eager that I didn’t want to wreck his career over one mistake.”
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gammyjill, “Two great reissued books.... One of the benefits of the e-book publishing boom is the
reissuing of old, out-of-print books. Several books by the late author Thomas Thompson have
been published in e-form and I just reread two of his classics, "Richie", and "Blood and Money". I
had read both books when they were originally published in the 1970's and I found they have
both stood the test of time. I'm going to review them together; both are true crime books but they
differ in scope. One, "Richie", is a very personal story of one family, which is torn apart by one
son's use of drugs and his death at the hand of his father in a final horrific scene. The other,
"Blood and Money", is a sprawling tale, set in Houston, and is the story of many people who are
touched by a woman's death and the murder of her husband a couple of years later.I've read
three classic true-crime books. They are Truman Capote's "In Cold Blood", Norman Mailer's
"The Executioner's Song", and Tommy Thompson's "Blood and Money". All three books feature
the crime in the first part, and the after-events in the second part. In "Blood", the first part is the
life and death of Joan Robinson Hill, a legendary Houston society beauty and equestrian.
Adopted as an infant by oilman Ash Robinson and his wife, Joan had been through two short
marriages before meeting and marrying Dr John Hill, a young plastic surgeon just establishing a
practice in Houston. Rarely has there been a more mismatched couple and the marriage soon
soured after the birth of their only child, Robert. Joan Robinson Hill died in very murky
circumstances - possibly abetted by her estranged husband - and her father, who adored her
more than anything else in his life, vowed revenge on Dr John Hill. The book's second part is
about the murder of John Hill, in front of his third wife, his son, and his mother, and the cast of
characters involved in that murder. It is this part that Thompson's writing shines.The plot and
execution of the Hill's murder involved some of the strangest "characters" you'll ever read about.
From Marcia McKittrick - the proverbial prostitute with a heart of gold -, to her sometime
boyfriend, Bobby Vandiver, who carried out the murder, to Lilla Paulus, the Houston matron with
the bad, bad past who set up the assassination, and to the lawmen who worked the case and
the lawyers that defended and prosecuted McKittrick and Paulus, Tommy Thompson brings the
characters to life. The reader feels as if he's there, with Dr Orrin Staves, who loses his pistol to
Marcia McKittrick in a funny scene and then tries to walk off with the weapon when he's
testifying in court. The man just wants his gun back...even if it now evidence in a murder trial!But
if Thompson's characters are beautifully written, so is his writing about the city and society - high
and low - of Houston, which almost becomes a character. Thompson's book is about people -
good and bad, high and low, moral and immoral - who find themselves bound together in the
death of a woman and the aftermath of that death.”

Adrienne, “No bookmark needed.. I had difficulty in putting this (eBook) book down. I even
squeezed a few pages in from my iPhone during intermission at the opera last night.Thompson's
account of this saga is so rife with color that you are placed right there, in the story, relating



expressions and gestures so clear that I found myself grimacing and turning my head to mimic
what saw in my mind's eye from the descriptions I read.Thompson had a way of reminding you
exactly who the characters are, as there are many, without being condescending. I like
Thompson's style—this is the third of his books that I've read. If you do, too, you might want to
read "Lost" and "Richie."”

Free Range Clickin', “This is the gold standard for "true crime" writing. I read this book the first
time in 1976, and I've re-read it several times since then. It's simply the best "true crime" book
I've ever read. Thompson got to the heart and essence of all the people involved, and told the
story in strong and beautiful style.He had no lack of material - the rich, powerful, and beautiful
people in Houston of the 1950's and 1960's, the rambunctious business of oil in 20th Century
Texas, and the tragic consequences of one man's stubborn obsessive love for his
daughter.When I found that Blood and Money has been issued as a Kindle book - and offered
for a bargain price - I snapped it up. I read it again yesterday, wondering if after all this time I'd
find it as compelling as I did a few decades ago. I wasn't disappointed. Thompson was a master
of the material and the storytelling. This is still, for me, the gold standard for nonfiction. There is
now so much junk being published in the "true crime" genre that I kind of hate to call Blood and
Money a "true crime" book, although I suppose that's its genre.”

Rasheed, “1960's Houston Wealth and Murder. "Blood and Money" was a winding tale of wealth,
murder and debauchery in mid-20th century Houston, Texas. The book began with the
interesting lives of Ash Robinson, his daughter Joan and her husband John Hill. After Joan's
suspicious demise the book went in a new, very intriguing direction introducing the reader to
new characters from a different world entirely of those previously mentioned.The story was very
intriguing as the twists and turns and mystery took the reader various places. Unfortunately, like
most true crime books, it hits a snag during the trial phase. Some books devote a quarter or
even half the book to the trial phase and unless it was a darn good show it becomes boring. In
this case, the trial was only as interesting as the defendant(s) on trial. Because I had no real
feelings one way or the other about the accused I was bored with the many pages dedicated to
the trial.Still, the book was good as the story was good. The author, Thomas Thompson, if
nothing else, knows how to choose a good story.”

lizzie, “excellent true crime story. This tells the story of Joan Robinson Hill, a wealthy socialite
with the world at her feet. Her adoptive parents, particularly her father Ash dote on her. She
marries John, an attractive, talented doctor and they have a son but the marriage sours when he
has an affair. Without spoiling the outcome Joan dies a sudden, mysterious death and her father
suspects her husband of murdering her. A true old style blockbuster, very easy to read and an
intriguing insight into the lives of the very wealthy.”



weewummin, “one of the best true crime. first read this in the 80s. and so began my love of true
crime books. the early ann rule books are some of my favourites and often reread. this book is
such a great read.  very "meaty"  and well written.  was thrilled to find  in kindle store.”

pl sanderson, “Excellent read, could not put it down, excellently told. All characters, fully
descibed. Thoroughly enjoyed.. Excellent read, all characters fully described. Found it hard to
put  down.  Thoroughly enjoyed.  Highly recommended, to family and friends.”

Elaine, “Five Stars. One of the best true crime books I have ever read.”

Pop culture man, “A brilliantly written classic. This is the story of some sensational events,
including murder, in Houston in the late 1960s. It is brilliantly told by the author.It is a long book,
as Thompson takes time to draw in-depth portraits of all the many key players.In these portraits,
he tells the person's life history, building layer by layer a picture of their character which enables
the reader to understand why that person behaves the way they do. These portraits are fully
rounded, whether the person in question is rich and powerful or from lower social and economic
echelons. For Thompson, this is a study of character more than anything else.The narrative
never drags, so crisp and instructive is Thompson's prose.He covers the complex trial processes
and tactics with clarity and conciseness.So startling is the story it would be a good read in the
hands of even a pedestrian writer. In the hands of Thompson, it is a classic.”

The book by Thomas Thompson has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 900 people have provided
feedback.
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